Networks-on-Chip (NoCs) for future many-core processor platforms integrate more and more heterogeneous components of different types and many real-time and latency sensitive applications can run on a single chip concurrently. The reconfigurable FPGA and reconfigurable NoCs have emerged for the purpose of reusability. Those types' traffics within NoCs exhibit diverse, burst, and unpredictable communication patterns. QoS guaranteed mechanisms are necessary to provide guaranteed throughput (GT) or guaranteed bandwidth (GB) performance for NoCs. In this paper, we propose a QoS routing algorithm inspired by bees' foraging behaviors to provide guaranteed bandwidth performance. Virtual circuits and Spatial Division Multiplexing are employed to maintain available paths for different type's traffics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Networks-on-Chip introduce a new design methodology of interconnection network for System-on-Chip design. With the increasing complexity of NoCs [1] [2] [3] , more and more heterogeneous components of different types are imple mented. Large number of multimedia applications can run on a single chip concurrently. Different applications have different QoS con-strains, and more and more applications are becoming sophisticated for bandwidth, end-to-end delay, and security and other service parameters.
Meanwhile, reconfigurable FPGA platforms [4, 5] and reconfigurable NoCs [6, 7] Priority assignment and scheduling [12] [13] [14] is another mechanism that is often employed by multi-hop packet switching network. It decides and classifies different traffics into different levels according to a certain classification rules. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the bees' swarm intelligence in nature and summ a rize its implementations in solving problems such as TSP, task scheduling and network routing algorithms. After that, in
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Section 3, we present our beehive-based QoS routing algorithm. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 4.
II. BEES IN NATURE
Bees are typical social insects as well as ants. A queen bee, numerous drone bees and worker bees compose the classical bee colony. Different members in the hive have different routine tasks to maintain the colony's prosperity.
Worker bees, responsible for nesting, collecting nectar and feeding larvaes and so on, cover almost the whole colony.
Among them, the bees, which fly out to search for and collect nectar sources, are the most interesting ones.
Every day, there are thousands of scout bees flying away from their hive to search for nectar. Each scout goes its own way without communicating with others during their searching process. On finding a nectar source, it flies back to the hive at once informing other scouts and the following bees the nectar information such as direction, distance and quality of the nectar by the means of dancing. Different distance leads to different dancing styles. When the nectar is close to the hive «50 meters), the scout will play round dancing, or else it will perform the waggle dancing in the case of more than 50 meters. Longer duration of dancing also means better quality of nectar. Meanwhile, the other bees watch the dancing and determine which bee they will follow. To avoid the information explosion induced by much dancing, each following bee is allowed to watch at most three scouts' dancing. As for the scout bees back to the hive, not all of them will play dancing in the dancing floor due to their nectar qualities. Some of them will also watch other scout bees' dancing and discard the nectar found by it to be a following bee while some of them will fly out again to search for new nectar without telling others about the nectar information. The left will play dancing and recruit a number of following bees to fetch the nectar.
Each bee's simple behavior constitutes the whole colony's complicated swarm intelligence. This information exchange method, in which bees communicate with each other by dancing in the dancing flooring, has no use of any central control mechanism. Scouts and following bees evaluate nectar's quality according to information gained from other scouts. It isn't necessary for each bee to be aware of the global information of environment. And the nectar, which has a better quality and shorter diatance, will be more favored. So, it's helpful to search for more nectar with good quality and increase the amount of nectar the whole bee colony can gain.
Some researchers have devoted themselves into discover ing the mechanism existed in bee colony to solve some practical problems and have obtained some achievements. Recently, a group of researchers in Germany have utilized bees' swarm intelligence to solve routing problem in the fields 312 of telecommunication [ 15] , mobile ad-hoc [ 16, 17] and wireless sensor networks [18] . But there is no attempt to treat the QoS routing problem in Network-on-Chip using bees' swarm inte lligence.
III. QOS ROUTING ALGORITHM INSPIRED By BEES ' SWARM INTELLIGENCE

A. The Problem Formation
A typical NoC is often described as a graph composed by various IP blocks and links connecting them. In the graph G(V,E) , V is node set and E the edge set. Let �s E V and .
Vd E IVisil represent the traffic generator and Slnk r � spect1vel � . P= tV l >V 2 , ... ,Vk ) is called a path from VI to v k 1f there ex1sts V j ,V j +I E E ( i = 1, 2, ... ,k-1).
The target of QoS routing is to find out an available path from the traffic generator V s to the sink node V d that meets all the QoS constraints such as traffic bandwidth, upper bound of end-to-end delay, delay variance and so on. It is, however, not advisable and practical to consider the overall constraints while designing an efficient routing algorithm. Sometimes, existed constraints may conflict with each other, so that the proper path does not exist potentially. Even if there exists one it would take too much time to calculate an appropriate path that meets all the constraints. And the hardware cost support ing the algorithm may be too large to adopt. Hence, we only consider several unignorable constraints to be satisfied in our routing algorithm, among which are traffic bandwidth and up � er boun . In [17] , the authors regard the traffic generators as bee hives while the sink nodes are the nectar sources. Different from the definitions made by them, we consider the traffic generators as nectar sources and the sink nodes the beehives.
In general, it demands two approaches to establish a con nection completely when using a routing algorithm adopting the connection-oriented pattern. In our routing algorithm, the Fig. 1 The forward bee fonnat.
The "Hop Counter" domain records the total hops that the bee packet has routed. And its initial value is set to be o. We restrict each forward bee's maximum routing hops to avoid the live10ck caused by the forward bee's unlimited random walks in the network. In our algorithm, its value is labeled as twice that of euclidean distance between the source and destination nodes. The bandwidth the traffic requires is recorded in the "Required Bandwidth" domain in order that the forward bees can decide which node they will choose to route. The "Port List" domain is used to register the nodes the For Mesh topology, there exit four ports except the local port for a router. Binary combinations "00", "01", "11", "10" represent the south, west, north and east port of each node respectively in fig.2 . When the bee selects a neighbor nodes which is in the east of the current node, the successor node is represented by binary combi-nation"lO" in the forward bee's "Port List". There exist two proper paths from the source to 313 the destination node in fig.3 . The blue one is represented by the binary combination "1010101010101000000000000000", and the yellow one is represented by "10 1 0 10 10000000 10 1-00000000010". It only needs 28bits for the "Port List". As the network scales, the "Port List" domain is independent of the node's address length. The routing algorithm is described in fig.4 . The earliest three forward bees arriving at the destination node reverse their "Port Lists" and each bit in the port lists "xors" with binary number '1'. Other subsequent forward bees will be killed when they arrived. Then, three new packets called backward bees are generated to allocate the required bandwidth from the destination to source node. The backward bee that goes back to the source node earliest will be accepted by the source and the message will follow the path created by it. The remaining two bees will be discarded and the bandwidth they have allocated will be released. As soon as the message has been transmitted completely, the source node sends a unique small packet to tear down the connection between the source and destination, to release the occupied bandwidth, and to remove the corresponding flow in each node's flow table.
In the algorithm, since there exist a large number of forward bees belonging to the same message, it is a waste of network resources and affects other traffics' prompt trans mission if each forward bee reserves the necessary link band width during their flight. The forward bees therefore are only responsible for discovering the proper path back to the beehive but not reserving link bandwidth. The backward bees take the responsibilities to do it.
The condition of the whole network varies from time to time notably; and the link which meets the bandwidth constraint currently may become congested later. So the strategy that adopts three packets to allocate bandwidths simultaneously guarantees the success ratio for a connection.
The failed backward bees will also release the link bandwidths they have reserved no matter whether they have arrived at the source node. 
